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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the PhonDoc toolkit which has been 
designed to automate as much as possible of the process of 
phonemic language documentation. The toolkit has
evolved from a computational phonology and phonetic 
exploitation environment which serves to acquire and 
evaluate generic phonological resources for use in speech
technology applications. The toolkit prototype uses
automata induction to generate descriptions of phonotactic 
constraints of a language and applies natural class
generation to identify idiosyncratic gaps in the description. 
In the process, various inventories are constructed which 
can be used for the purposes of document generation such 
as those which serve as the basis for a JIPA -style IPA 
application.

1. INTRODUCTION

A traditional priority area for high quality language
documentation is the presentation of IPA -based phonemic 
and phonetic language characterizations, as illustrated in 
the Journal of the International Phonetic Association. This 
paper is concerned with PhonDoc, a productivity toolkit 
which is designed to automate as much of this process as 
possible with the main immediate motivation being to raise 
the efficiency of the process of creating reusable
phonological and phonetic language documentation. 

PhonDoc contains the following main modules: 

• Transcription extraction and normalization from
various common encodings to Unicode

• Phoneme extraction and construction of feature 
tables

• Phonotactic automata induction
• Automatic generation of natural classes of sounds
• Database generation
• Document generation (mapping to IPA consonant 

and vowel charts, generation of textual description 
of a phonological system as the basis for
JIPA-style IPA application ).

Before discussing the toolkit in further detail, it is necessary 
to introduce an underlying concept upon which the tools 
have been developed; this  is a specific representation of 
phonotactic constraints.
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2.  PHONOTACTIC CONSTRAINTS

nderlying assumption in this paper is that phonotactic 
aints for any language can be represented in terms of 
state automata which define acceptable sequences of 
s within a syllable or word domain.  This
entation of the phonotactic constraints of a language 
ed a phonotactic automaton. A subsection of a 

tactic automaton, illustrating CC- clusters in English 
le onsets, is depicted in figure 1. The complete 
tactic automaton for English syllables allows for a 

ction to be made between well-formed and illegal 
res. A phonotactic automaton is language-specific
n be developed for each individual language.

re 1: Phonotactic automaton for English CC- onset

honotactic automaton serves as the basis for the Time
odel of speech recognition [6].  In this model, what 

 above figure are monadic phonemic symbols are 
ed to be constraints on overlap relations between 
es that can occur in a specific phonotactic position. 
r than [s] on the arc, for example, the Time Map
 represents this information as the following three 
aints on overlap relations1:

C1: voiceless º fricative
C2: fricative º alveolar
C3: voiceless º alveolar

advantage of this representation of phonotactic
aints is that multilinear representations of speech 
nces can be interpreted.

est of this paper is concerned with how various types 

º symbol represents overlap.



of information about a language can be specified with 
respect to their phonotactic context. It is demonstrated how 
such information can be acquired, represented and
evaluated for different purposes. A specific toolkit has been 
designed for this purpose.

3. PHONODESK

The PhonDoc toolkit has evolved as part of PhonoDeSK, a 
suite of tools which allows users to develop and compare 
phonotactic descriptions for different languages [1]. The 
toolkit has recently been extended to incorporate novel 
methods for data acquisition and representation. The
original motivation for the design of PhonoDeSK was to 
allow for the rapid construction of the knowledge sources 
for the Time Map model of speech recognition [6] which 
uses phonotactic automata as its main language-specific
knowledge representation. In order to ensure portability of 
the model to other languages, a toolkit was designed which 
allowed phonotactic automata for other languages to be 
acquired and evaluated. PhonoDeSK is web-based and thus 
allows access from anywhere at anytime. The architecture 
of PhonoDeSK is depicted in figure 2.

Figure 2: PhonoDeSK

Within the PhonoDeSK framework, the functionality of the 
phonotactic automaton has been extended to incorporate 
additional types of information. A novel representation has 
been developed which is termed a multilingual time map
[5]. A multilingual time map comprises language-specific
information at various levels of granularity represented as a 
multi-level finite state transducer. The advantage of this 
representation, as with the phonotactic automaton, is that it 
is declarative, bi-directional, efficient to process and can be 
easily learned. The multilingual time map can be viewed as 
an extension of the phonotactic automaton to include (at 
least) the following levels:

• Graphemes
• Phonemes
• Allophones
• Features
• Constraints on overlap relations
• Average duration
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arc of a multilingual time map specifies information 
l of these levels (or tapes)  thus representing
ation with respect to a particular phonotactic context. 

ltilingual time map is represented in XML with a 
ization in terms of a directed graph. Figure 3
ates one arc of a multilingual time map of a German 
set.

Figure 3: One arc of a multilingual time map

ultilingual time map is significantly different from 
notation graphs suggested in [3] in that it represents 
honotactic context rather than the time -aligned
tion of data. However, annotation graphs would 
e a useful front-end for the PhonoDeSK acquisition
nd is thus complementary to the toolkit as it is 
bed here.

n PhonoDeSK, the multilingual time map can be
ted using GTI, a generic transducer interpreter [7], 
 can either test for acceptance or rejection of
ces , parse into syllable structures or perform

language comparisons. GTI is an interpreter for a 
tape finite state transducer and thus processes single 
ls, pairs or even n -tuples.  Furthermore it can be used 
ract specific levels required for different purposes 
the multilingual time map. To construct the

tactic automaton for use with the speech recognition 
ation of the Time Map model, for example, GTI 
 take level 2 as input and would output level 5 and 

6 from the transducer. Note that it is also possible to 
etween other levels in the transducer to obtain other 
of information (e.g. input graphemes and output 
mes; input phonemes and output allophones etc.).

ition to the novel representation of phonological data 
s of a multilingual time map, PhonoDeSK foresees 

strategies for structured data acquisition: user-driven,
riven and data-driven with user prompting. A
ingual time map can, therefore, be constructed
lly by a trained phonologist or it can be learned from 

set using automata induction techniques. The learning 
which interacts with PhonoDeSK is PAL, the
tactic automaton learner, described in detail in [7]. 



PAL takes phonemic syllables as input and generates a 
deterministic finite state automaton representation of the 
sequences found in that dataset. The data can be partitioned 
to learn specific canonical structures [5].  The data-driven
with user-prompting acquisition technique will be
discussed in more detail in the next section.

The PhonDoc toolkit which is the specific focus of this 
paper, represents a collection of those tools from
PhonoDeSK which are specifically suited to phonological 
and phonetic documentation. 

4. THE PHONDOC TOOLKIT

PhonoDeSK has been used for a number of different 
applications ranging from generating generic resources for 
speech technology [5] to investigating phonotactic errors of 
non-native speakers of a language [7]. In this paper, it is 
demonstrated how a subset of the tools  of PhonoDeSK can 
be used as a basis for language documentation.  While the 
main concern of this work is the acquisition of complete 
phonotactic information about a language, it is shown how 
the tools which collectively make up PhonDoc can be used 
to generate illustrations of languages in line with those 
specified in the Journal of the International Phonetic
Association. PhonDoc has proved to be a useful tool for 
semi -automatic language documentation by supporting a 
user in the development of phonological d escriptions which 
can immediately be used in certain speech technology 
applications.

Figure 4: PhonDoc: Recording to Database

PhonDoc extracts various types of information from
labeled data (see figure 4). Currently, the PhonDoc
prototype takes as input a simple label format consisting of
<start> <end> label and generates databases for 
each of the label formats. However, this simple format can 
be replaced by other more standard multilevel annotation 
systems such as the annotation graph system [3] or the
TASX annotator [8].  An in-house tool is used for syllable 
labeling given the phonemically labeled files; this tool also 
allows association between phonemes and graphemes to be 
defined.
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 discussion which follows, it is assumed that at least 3 
 of labeling exist: a narrow phonetic labeling, a broad 
mic labeling and a syllable labeling. For each level of 
g a specific inventory is generated consisting of the 

the frequency or occurrence in the dataset and the 
e duration. Of course, when dealing with

-studied languages it is first necessary to identify 
mes before a broad phonemic labeling can be
taken; a system such as HyperLex [2] could be 
d in such a case. 

er to ensure that the inventories in the database are as 
l as possible, all specific phonetic alphabets
PA, ARPABET etc.) are converted to Unicode. The 
onic and phonemic inventories are used in other
ations to allow individual symbols to be identified 
they occur in s equence. The syllable inventory acts as 
to the phonotactic automaton learner PAL.  Here the 
le data is partitioned into smaller substructures and 
are then learned using PAL. The result is a set of 
tactic automata for syllable substructures. On the 
of these automata, idiosyncratic (accidental) gaps in 
epresentation are then hypothesized. Here, new
ures are projected based on natural classes of sounds; 
are presented to a user who accepts or rejects them. 
xamp le, if an arc in the phonotactic automaton
ts of the sounds [p] and [t], then based on the fact that 

nd [] form a natural class with these sounds,
hesized syllables with [k] and [] in the particular 
tactic position will be presented to the user. Those 
heses that are accepted are then incorporated into a 
ycle of learning. Should any new phonemes be

fied during this process, they are subsequently added 
 phoneme inventory. The projection component can 
e by-passed, resulting in a phonotactic automaton that 
represents those forms exhibited in the original 
t.

n be seen from figure 4, not only are phonotactic 
ata learned using PAL, but an initial specification of a 
ingual time map is also generated. Given the
raphic labeling and the phonemic labeling as input, 
AL learns the mapping between the phonemes and 

aphemes as the automaton is being constructed. The 
is a transducer rather than an automaton. This 

dure can similarly be applied to the allophone to 
me mapping. Further information on features and 
e overlap constraints can be integrated based on an 
lassification of the sounds. Mapping to other feature 
s been discussed elsewhere [9].

ultilingual time map generated is then made available 
 Time Map speech recognition, thus fulfilling the 
al motivation of the toolkit. The other application 
of this paper is the generation of illustrations as 
d by the Journal of the International Phonetics 
iation. Of course, the basis for the generation of these 
ations using PhonDoc is a dataset, which is unlikely 
e full coverage of the phonotactics of the language. 
lustrations thus generated may only be viewed here as 



an approximation and must be verified by a user before 
publication. PhonDoc provides automatic visualization of 
the illustrations thus supporting the user. 

Using an XML-based representation of the IPA chart, the 
phoneme inventory extracted from the dataset, consonant 
and vowel charts for the language are generated (i.e. the 
relevant symbols in the IPA chart are instantiated for this 
language) and the charts are output both as XML and as 
tables (see figure 5). The recording and the transcription 
extracted from the phonemic labeling of the original dataset 
can be used as the transcribed passage. Information on the 
syllable structure of the language can be generated from the 
syllable inventory using the multilingual time map.

Figure 5: PhonDoc: Database to Illustrations

The PhonDoc toolkit prototype has been developed using 
test data from English and German, these being the
languages supported by the Time Map speech recognition. 
PhonDoc is currently being used to develop descriptions for 
Irish phonotactics and it is hoped that the toolkit can be then 
be evaluated on other languages with a significantly 
different phonology. 

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a prototype toolkit for language 
documentation and for the development of generic
phonological resources for speech technology applications. 
The PhonDoc toolkit is implemented in the PhonoDeSK 
computational phonology and phonetic exploitation
environment. As a productivity tool, PhonDoc is
complementary to well-known phonetic productivity tools
such as Praat [4] and lexical productivity tools such as 
HyperLex [2]. Test applications of the PhonDoc toolkit 
prototype currently handle English, German and
experiments are underway on Irish. PhonDoc uses machine 
learning (classification and finite state automata induction) 
methods to predict points of incomplete description and 
accidental gaps in a dataset. It was seen that by applying 
natural class generation after phonotactic automata
induction, phonotactic clusters missing from the original 
dataset can be identified and predictions can be made as to 
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 additional forms could be expected based on their 
utional characteristics. These predictions serve to 
rt the user in developing a maximally comprehensive 
entation. An enhancement to integrate the
utomatic handling of prosodic information in

el tiers is in progress.
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